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INTRODUCTION

Non-Volatile Memory (NVM) is fast, byte-addressable memory that
preserves its contents after a power failure or a system crash. New
technologies, such as 3D-XPoint [5], PCM [6, 12], STT-RAM [4]
and ReRAM [1, 13], promise to provide NVM at a low cost, thus
blurring the lines between storage and memory. In recent years,
there has been a significant interest in constructing data structures
and algorithms that exploit NVM’s durability and speed.
NVM can enable a fast restart of a failed machine. On existing
machines, restarting after a power failure requires a significant
amount of time due to the need to load application information
from durable media such as disk or SSD, parse it, and rebuild internal
data structures. Storing a structure in NVM can avoid these costly
steps. Since NVM is byte-addressable, it is possible to store and
directly access efficient data structures, such as B+ trees or hash
maps. After a crash, the structure is immediately available in NVM,
enabling the system to resume quickly after rebooting.
The main challenge in utilizing NVM is that processor caches
are transient. At a power failure, all structure modifications that
have not been propagated from cache to NVM will be lost. An additional challenge is that cache lines are not written back to memory
(NVM) in the order in which the application wrote them, but rather
according to the low-level and undocumented cache replacement
policy of the memory system. Thus, it is entirely possible that if
a single object spans two cache lines, half of the object may be
up-to-date in NVM while the other half’s value is stale. This creates
a well-studied challenge: how to ensure that a durable copy of a
data structure is well-formed (consistent) after a crash, even though
NVM may contain a mixture of old and new cache lines?
To solve this challenge, most NVM systems use programmerspecified fine-grained transactions, which guarantee that all memory
writes in a transaction reach NVM or none of them do. A modification to a data structure is first logged (using either a redo or
undo log) to NVM and then applied to the data structure. The log
provides sufficient information for the recovery process, regardless
of whether all of the data structure modifications reach NVM. However, the system must ensure that the log is completely updated in
NVM before the data structure is modified, by using a cache write
flush instruction. These instructions, e.g., the Intel x64 clflushopt
or clwb, transfer dirty cache lines from the (transient) cache to the
(durable) NVM. These instructions incur a high overhead cost since
— by definition — they require a full trip to NVM. This overhead is
significant since it occurs on the application’s critical path before a
data structure modification completes. Some NVM systems reduce
the write-back overhead by modifying the data structure in transient memory and lazily propagating modifications to NVM [7, 10].
However, these solutions come at the expense of restart time since
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a transient copy must be created, by copying from NVM, before
the first modification to the data structure can take place. For large
data structures, e.g. terabytes, copying can take many minutes since
memory bandwidth is limited to tens of GB/sec.
An alternative to fine-grain transactions and logging is checkpointing, which is another widely used technique for ensuring
persistence. At periodic intervals, an application’s entire state is
saved on durable media. After a failure, the last recorded checkpoint is restored into memory and the computation resumes from
this point, requiring the re-execution of the work done between
the checkpoint and failure. The interval between checkpoints is
a tradeoff between the overhead of recording a checkpoint and
the cost of re-executing the lost computation. Since a checkpoint
typically copies the entire state of an application to a slow durable
media, most systems take checkpoint at long intervals (minutes to
hours) to reduce this cost.
Although it is possible to halt all program activity while a checkpoint is being taken, this can significantly reduce an application’s
performance. Therefore, many systems implement lazy checkpoints,
allowing the application to progress while the checkpoint is recorded.
To avoid corrupting the memory state, an undo log is used. The
first modification to a page (or another unit of memory) is preceded
by storing a copy of the original data into the checkpoint. Thus, the
checkpoint state never contains any modifications that occurred
after the checkpoint started.
In this work, we use Fine-Grained Checkpointing (Nawab calls
a similar approach “periodic persistence” [11]) that uses frequent
checkpoints to NVM to ensure persistence at low cost. Instead of
ensuring that every memory write propagates to NVM as rapidly
as possible, we partition an application’s execution into epochs and
ensure that after a crash, data structures can be restored to their
state at the end of the most recently completed epoch. Our system
flushes the processors’ caches to NVM at the end of an epoch, thus
ensuring that at this point NVM contains all modified data.
This approach offers many advantages. The number of cache
lines that must be flushed is bounded by the cache size, and modified cache lines could have been written back during the execution
of the epoch, so the cost of flushing the cache (recording the checkpoint) is low. Furthermore, the modified lines are flushed in a batch
by hardware, further reducing the cost. Our approach’s low cost
allows short checkpoint epochs, e.g., tens of milliseconds (we use 64
milliseconds), thereby reducing both the potential data loss and the
recovery time. In addition, a software developer does not have to
annotate the application to identify fine-grain transactions, rather
he or she only needs to ensure that the application is at a consistent
state at the end of an epoch.
Our approach also differs from a traditional checkpoint in that
there is no distinct in-memory copy of a data structure or memory
image. The in-NVM data structure essentially serves as its own

durable checkpoint. The challenge is to keep the checkpoint recoverable during an epoch, as execution modifies this data structure.
After a crash, its NVM state will consist of a mixture of the checkpointed state from the previous epoch, which must be kept, and
modifications from the failed epoch, which should be discarded.
The system must be able to distinguish between these intermixed
states and recover a consistent image from the previous epoch. A
solution to this intermixing problem is to log the old value before
each modification. The log can be applied, in reversed application
order, to roll back the modifications and to revert to the state at
the end of the previous epoch. But, as we saw with fine-grain
transactions, logging requires that the writes to the log reach NVM
before the data structure is modified. Therefore, it again introduces
the cost of flushing the cache on the application’s critical path.
To solve the problem of fine-grained modifications in NVM,
we introduce the novel concept of an In Cache Line Log (InCLL).
InCLL is similar to an undo log. But instead of using an external
log, the InCLL is placed in the same cache line as the modified data
structure field. InCLL relies on the Persistent Cache Store Order
(PCSO) memory-ordering model of NVM (two writes to the same
cache line reach NVM in program order) to ensure the ordering
requirements of the log, without introducing cache flushes and
delays on the critical path.
The main limitation of the InCLL is capacity. Since it resides
in the same cache line as the data, an InCLL should be small and
cannot handle all modifications. If an object is modified multiple
times during an epoch, InCLL may be insufficient to ensure crash
recoverability. In this case, the approach falls back on object-level
logging. After the entire object is logged, subsequent modifications
to it do not require additional actions. Overall, the combination of
InCLL and object-level logging drastically reduces the number of
synchronous writes to NVM on the critical path of the application.
We incorporated our Fine-Grained Checkpointing algorithm into
Masstree [9], a high-performance combination of a B+ tree and Trie.
Measurements show that the overhead of our scheme is minimal
(generally less than 10%) and restart time is dramatically reduced.

1.1

they reach the cache to ensure they reach NVM in the same order.
Preserving the order of cache writes can be done with the release
memory ordering in C++11, which introduces a happens-before
relation between the writes [2, 8]. On the x64 architecture, the
release memory fence incurs no runtime overhead and only limits
the ability of the compiler to reorder writes.
Formally, given two writes X and W , we say that X <p W if X
is written to persistent memory no later than W . X <hb W is the
standard happens before relationship. c(X ) represents the cache line
address X writes to. The following holds [3]:
• W <hb writeback(c(W )) <hb sfence <hb X ⇒ W <p X
(explicit flush).
• W <hb X ∧ c(W ) = c(X ) ⇒ W <p X (granularity).
Our InCLL technique relies on the second ordering guarantee. It
specifies that if two writes target the same cache line, a happensbefore relation is sufficient to ensure persistence ordering.
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Persistent Memory Ordering Model

In this paper, we use the Persistent Cache Store Order (PCSO)
memory-ordering model for NVM [3]. Cache lines are written back
to NVM according to a computer’s (unspecified) cache replacement
policy. Cache lines can be written at any order, and we do not
assume any specific behavior of the cache. The application may
also explicitly force specific cache lines to be written NVM, by using
special cache-line write-back instruction, such as x64’s clflushopt
or clwb. These instructions are asynchronous: due to the high and
variable cost of reaching memory, they only initiate the memory
transfer but do not wait until the data actually reaches NVM. To
ensure they complete, an application must issue a fence instruction,
such as sfence, which delays CPU execution until the write-back
instructions finish. Since the combination of write back and fence
instructions wait until the data reaches NVM, they are expensive
to execute on the critical path of an application.
While ordering different cache lines is expensive, ordering writes
to the same cache line is essentially free. If two writes target the
same cache line, it is sufficient to preserve the order in which
2

